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Print:
A cart of books has been pulled for your convenience since there are a number of students utilizing the
same resources, but keep the following points in mind as you utilize these resources:





Not all resources have been pulled onto this cart. I encourage you to look for yourselves to
determine if there is something still out in the collection.
If you find something else, please include it on the cart.
The public library also has a large collection from which to pull resources.
All students can borrow from the Carmel Clay Public Library (CCPL).

Digital Print:
Gale Reference Virtual Library (GRVL) : Available from the media center webpage under “databases.”
Click on “Gale Reference Virtual Library” and then feel free to use the search bar at the top of the page
to search all the resources at once, or scroll down to the “History” section to explore a single resource.
These are digitized reference books that offer significant amounts of quality information.
NOTE: The CCPL’s GRVL has a few more books than ours does. Please access it online from the CCPL
website under their 24/7 tab. Use CCPL as the password when prompted.
Databases:
Inspire : Bottom of page : Student Resource Center : Click on box that states “Primary Source
Documents” : Use the box at the top of the page for a topic or use the “advanced search” for even more
accurate searching
Inspire : Academic : Academic Search Premier : Use the advanced search page. Be sure to click on “full
text” button so that all the resources you get will be full text. Use search terms as sparingly as possible.
In other words, get to the heart of the topic. Instead of “What were the origins of Islam” use “origins
Islam.”
ABC-CLIO : American History : Click on the words “American History” to enter into that part of the
database. Once there, typing in “liberty 18th century” brings some great results.
CHS eLibrary / Proquest : eLibrary : Type in “Rene Descartes” and use the limiters on the left-hand side
of the page to narrow your results
CHS eLibrary / Proquest : ProQuest Historical Newspapers (Graphical or Traditional) : Type your topic
(for this example we will use “islam”) in the search bar : Under “advanced search” click on decade and
choose “1850s”

CHS Gale : U.S. History in Context / CHS Gale : World History in Context : Using search bar at the top of
the page, type in your topic and click on “primary sources” above the bar : use limiters on left-hand side
of the page to further narrow your results.
CHS Grolier : Click on “High School” tab at the top of the page : Use the search term “Che Guevara” as
an example of the types of resources to be found in this database.
Online Resources:
Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) : http://dp.la/
This is a phenomenal site that offers some of the best primary sources available. Use the search bar and
try “karl marx and materialism” and from there look for limiters on the side bar if necessary. HINT: Click
on “view object” and you will get to the full text or full picture of the items.
The Library of Congress American Memory : http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/index.html
NOTE: There are over 5 million items available online to us about our nation’s history, but this is
inexorably linked with world history and so does apply to your research. According to the site itself,
there are, “written and spoken words, sound recordings, still and moving images, prints, maps, and
sheet music that document the American experience.” Explore this site a great deal and you will be sure
to find some interesting pieces to include in your presentation. NOTE: Not all topics will be a good fit
here, but the ones that are produce very worthwhile results.
Happy hunting and be sure to stop by my office if you need further assistance in finding what you need
for this project!

